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Art Exhibit runs 

Eau Claire, WI June, 2018—Cool off this 
original art that you won't find anywhere else
HERE, June 21—Septmber 21, 2018 with an opening reception June 21 3pm
local and international artists with over 7
paintings, fiber, mixed media, photography and more 
 
Sense of Place:  HERE begins a four year art series exploring the idea o
Gallery’s four rooms and over 1500 square feet of gallery space will be transformed to offer visitors new ways 
to view art and enjoy themselves.  Each of the four rooms will present artwork 
essays in three different collections of essays
Abbey1, John Hildebrand’s Northern Front
abstraction, expressionism, botanicals, surrealism, wildlife and architectural photography, 
books and other ways are used by artists 
 
The Tower Room will hold Sense of Place 
new ways to view place-making and way
with sculptural abstractions of wilderness
globally shared sense of cartographic representations.  Madison artist Lorraine 
wilderness where 21st Century way-finding
 
The Bay Room will show Connecting P
Pivoney works on small scale paintings depicting buildings “which
exploring “the way a place can influence our identity”.  Wisconsin artist 
that self and place may be two separate points on a map which can be connected by
 
The Studio Room will display Revolutioniz
by artists’ use of studios inspired by The
2017 while walking her farm’s hayfield
tradition by connecting it to her present studio practice
 
The Center Shop will bring these three ideas together in 
with new artist made jewelry from One of a Kind
wearable art works which utilize topographic realities abstracted thru experience.  
 
The artists in Galaudet Gallery’s Sense of Place: HERE
individuals who transmigrate places, senses
role of HERE which presently is wherever we may be at any given time.
 
So cool yourself down and stop in to have some fun looking at all this great art.  
planned to bring this new art into a Sense of Place:  HERE
Sun. noon to 8pm and by appointment on Mon. and Tues.
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owner Galaudet Gallery 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Sense of Place:  HERE 

Art Exhibit runs June 21—September 25, 2018 
 

off this summer by viewing, and maybe even buying
original art that you won't find anywhere else at Galaudet Gallery’s 2018 summer art show 

Septmber 21, 2018 with an opening reception June 21 3pm—9pm.  See original art from 42
s with over 70 original breathtaking artworks. This summer ar

r, mixed media, photography and more working together to map a Sense of Place:  HERE

begins a four year art series exploring the idea of place.  For this 2018 show, 
Gallery’s four rooms and over 1500 square feet of gallery space will be transformed to offer visitors new ways 

Each of the four rooms will present artwork chosen to be read like 
collections of essays the curators are working with:  Beyond the Wall

Northern Front2 and The Studio Reader:  On the Space of Artists
tanicals, surrealism, wildlife and architectural photography, 

artists to explore Sense of Place:  HERE. 

lace Wilderness artworks; understanding ideas from 
way-finding. Los Angeles artist Erin Schalk create

of wilderness—place-making new ways to view cultural similarities 
aphic representations.  Madison artist Lorraine Ortner-

finding signs are found in “the dignity of trees” and “the life of breezes”. 

ing Places artworks as read in Hildebrand’s essays
paintings depicting buildings “which become portraits that bear a history

lace can influence our identity”.  Wisconsin artist David Culver
that self and place may be two separate points on a map which can be connected by an image. 

Revolutionizing HERE artworks recognizing the revolving traditions connected 
The Studio Reader. Vicki Milewski’s Hayfield Series
d, changes the sense of HERE by furthering the 

it to her present studio practice—transforming time and place thru work

bring these three ideas together in Revolutionizing Wilderness Places thru Connection
One of a Kind jewelers and Milwaukee artist Cory O’Brien Borkowski

wearable art works which utilize topographic realities abstracted thru experience.   

Sense of Place: HERE also show a new type of Regionalism
senses, experiences, creative way-findings. Each artwork

is wherever we may be at any given time. 

and stop in to have some fun looking at all this great art.  Exciting events have been 
Sense of Place:  HERE.  Our downtown Eau Claire gallery is open Wed.

Sun. noon to 8pm and by appointment on Mon. and Tues. 

### 

maybe even buying, some refreshing 
Galaudet Gallery’s 2018 summer art show Sense of Place:  

9pm.  See original art from 42 
summer art show showcases 

Sense of Place:  HERE.    

For this 2018 show, Galaudet 
Gallery’s four rooms and over 1500 square feet of gallery space will be transformed to offer visitors new ways 

chosen to be read like one of the 
Beyond the Wall By Edward 

The Studio Reader:  On the Space of Artists.3  Art in realism, 
tanicals, surrealism, wildlife and architectural photography, conceptual, artist 

ideas from Abbey by proposing 
creates a “poetry of place” 

to view cultural similarities by showing a 
-Blake gently walks this 

signs are found in “the dignity of trees” and “the life of breezes”.  

debrand’s essays.  Illinois artist Natalie 
become portraits that bear a history” 

David Culver sends out “a message” 
image.  

the revolving traditions connected 
Hayfield Series, begun on July 3, 

changes the sense of HERE by furthering the centurial botanical art 
transforming time and place thru work and art.  

Revolutionizing Wilderness Places thru Connection 
Cory O’Brien Borkowski’s 

also show a new type of Regionalism—centered on 
artwork visions the future 

Exciting events have been 
Our downtown Eau Claire gallery is open Wed.—
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Sense of Place:  HERE Events 
June 21,  2018  3pm—9pm 

Opening Reception with Refreshments 
 

Join Galaudet Gallery for Sense of Place:  HERE ‘s opening night with drinks and snacks and great art  
 
 

June 22, 2018 7pm—8pm 
Native American Flute Player Rita Simon 

Enjoy Rita Simon playing several different Native American flutes in the acoustic beauty of Galaudet Gallery’s 
Victorian mansion surrounded by breathtaking original art. 

 
July 8, 2018  2pm—4pm 

An Acoustic Tribute to the Beatles 
 

Join Jerry Teclaw in an acoustic tribute to the Beatles.  Hear famous Beatles songs as they were originally 
composed—acoustically with famed guitarist and singer Jerry Teclaw from the cover band The Fab Five 

 
 

More events coming soon 

Check our website @http://galaudetgallery.wixsite.com/ggllc for other events 

Contact us to sign up for a tour! 715-513-9994  galaudetgallery@gmail.com 
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Galaudet Gallery Background 
 

Galaudet Gallery 2018 Art Exhibitions 
The Year of “Back of Beyond” 

 
Winter Show  Choix Roses: les deux Redouté, Huysum and more Roses & Bouquets 

And 
Bread and Roses:  Fashion Illustration by Fashion Designers 

 
Summer Show  Sense of Place:  HERE 
 
Fall Show  Dancing with the Dawn 
   And 
   Writers’ Homes 
 
Holiday Show  The Stars 
Winter Show  Before Temple of Flora 
 

Galaudet Gallery Mission Statement 
 
Galaudet Gallery sells fine art from professional fine artists and emerging talent including oil painting, 
photography, sculpture, mixed media and multi-media pieces.  
  
Galaudet Gallery curates several fine art exhibitions each year including all forms of art from professional fine 
artists and emerging talent.  Each exhibit uses current theories, knowledge and aesthetics including education, 
archaeological ideas, decorative arts and events to elucidate themes which lead art forward. 
 
Galaudet Gallery seeks a renewal of an Arts and Crafts ideology with a 21st Century sensibility encouraging the 
creation, collection, and appreciation of art, craft and what is coming next.  Recognizing our placement in 
history as a call to illuminate changes, support innovation and grow transformational experiences by unfolding 
past, present and future through artworks and high quality crafts.  The Arts and Crafts Movement founded in the 
early 1900’s by a group of artists and craftspeople who believed high quality and carefully crafted items were 
products of artistic integrity and should be accepted as art and be available for everyday life. Their belief that 
the Industrial Revolution and automation disconnected us from ourselves, each other and nature can be seen as 
happening today through our digital revolution. Galaudet Gallery believes that we are at the same transition 
point as the Industrial Revolution and in need of bringing together artists and craftspeople who believe in the 
arts as a way to keep us connected with each other and nature.  These connections can be through a beautiful 
photo of a sunset over a farm lake, the sparkle of a wine colored natural garnet stone, the feel of turquoise on 
our skin, the brushstroke of a painting or a fine art print that will last for decades.  
 
Galaudet Gallery’s art exhibits are not the only ideas which will intrigue people since its space is also a work of 
art:  an 1892 Victorian Mansion with original engraved woodworking and other Victorian pizzazz.  Built by a 
local jeweler, finished by a local inventor with patents who built a local business that helped move the city into 
the future is now cherished by its current owners for the gem that it is, Galaudet Gallery in downtown Eau 
Claire is a must see.  Galaudet Gallery is also set in beautiful downtown Eau Claire two blocks from the 
Chippewa River with other historic buildings, galleries, locally sourced restaurants and bars.  There is a magical 
ease in this downtown area that is undeniable, attributable to good management, exciting visionary ideas and a 
supportive community who embrace the scenic beauty on the northern side of the drift less area that is 
comparable to other more widely known places.  Artists, entrepreneurs, university students and fearless thinkers 
smile hello to you on each street.    
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Visit Galaudet Gallery and have a gala-day! 
 
 

Notes 
 
                                                 

1 Beyond the Wall By Edward Abbey 
Galaudet Gallery will focus on Abbey’s essay "Desert Images" from Beyond the Wall for Sense of Place: HERE.  Beyond the Wall 
will inform all of Galaudet Gallery’s curatorial decisions during their art exhibits for 2018 with Abbey’s idea of the "Back of Beyond" 
being a primary focus in that the curators will create “back of beyond” experiences in their exhibit designs.  A “back of beyond” 
experience is one which elicits authentic responses to self and art as well as embracing the idea of a wilderness ethic and a chance to 
know who we are alone, as part of a family as part of a community and as part of this world. 
2 Northern Front New and Selected Essays By John Hildebrand 
Although the judges will not read Hildebrand’s collection of essays, the curators thought it a good idea to include a writer known to 
the community the gallery is located within and one who looks into a sense of place and sees a vanishing wilderness and one where 
this loss may redefine an individual’s senses of where they are and of what their sense of place means. 
3 The Studio Reader On the Space of Artists Edited by Mary Jane Jacob and Michelle Grabner 
This collection of essays written by both artists and art critics about the artist studio experience in the 21st Century is a thoughtful 
homage to the traditional artist studio that has been in place for hundreds of years.  Having a dedicated, singular place within which an 
artist makes artworks for specific purposes is almost as vanished as the wilderness Hildebrand looks for.  In this transition Galaudet 
Gallery and its curators recognize that a change is underway for the traditional gallery space as only a place where art is sold.  
Through the next four years of the art series Sense of Place the gallery and curators will explore this transition in order to assist both 
art collectors and artists to still meet, barter and enjoy art and make a living as has been the role of the gallery in the past; however, 
how these exchanges take place is what may be the most changed in future. 


